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FROM THE
EDITOR
Greetings and a warm welcome
to our very first issue of
SEARCH Magazine!
Living in the San Francisco Bay
Area is such a sensational, stimulating experience, but with so
much to do in our busy lives,
sometimes we miss out on exciting things happening right here
in our backyard. SEARCH Magazine’s goal is to bring you what
you missed, what you enjoy, and what you may experience in the future.
This time of year we celebrate freedom as Americans, and it also reminds us of the freedoms we don't
possess. Such as the freedom to express ourselves—something we take for granted—which those with
autism don't have. To celebrate our freedom and show our support of the thousands of Autistic individuals living in our area, SEARCH Magazine participated in the Autism Speaks Walk Now on May
16th. It was a breathtaking event, where hundreds of walkers and sponsors came out to support autism
awareness. Powered by volunteers and families with loved ones on the autism spectrum, this successful grassroots fundraising effort not only generates vital funds for autism research but also raised
awareness about the increasing prevalence of autism and the need for increased research funding to
combat this complex disorder.
The photos here show the love and the support from the
Team Nathan family. This is one of many families with a
loved one born with autism. We salute Team Nathan for
their continued support in autism awareness. Please visit
autismspeaks.com to support the cause.
We hope you enjoy this issue of SEARCH and exercise
your freedom of speech by sharing your thoughts and
ideas about what we’ve presented here with us. Please
visit our website searchmagazine.net and feel free to
leave comments on the articles, to share your thoughts, or
ask out contributors questions.
We appreciate your support and are happy to have you
as a reader of SEARCH Magazine.

Team Nathan

Jeannie Normandeau
Editor / Publisher

nightscapepress.com
FANTASY FOR GOOD
From Sword and Sorcery to
Paranormal Romance, from
Weird Fiction to Fairy Tales, Fantasy For Good presents a wide range of exciting short fiction to accommodate every taste.
Featuring brand new fiction from Piers Anthony,
Michael Moorcock, Carrie
Vaughn, Kelley Armstrong,
Alan
Dean
Foster,
Katharine Kerr, David Farland, Jane Lindskold,
Nnedi Okorafor, Todd McCaffrey and many more, alongside classic tales from George R.R. Martin, Jay Lake, Kevin J
Anderson & Rebecca Moesta, and Neil Gaiman.
All proceeds from the sale of this anthology go directly to
The Colon Cancer Alliance, a charity dedicated to the prevention of this deadly disease, as well as funding research
and supporting patients who suffer from it.
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SHORT BUS HERO ~ Shannon Giglio
Twenty-three year-old Ally Forman, a $350 million dollar
lottery winner with Down syndrome, is either cursed or
blessed, depending on how you look at things. When professional wrestler Stryker Nash loses his job, Ally, his biggest fan, wants nothing
more than to put him back
in the ring. And she will
spare no expense. Her
mother, however, has other plans for Ally’s winnings and her life.
SHORT BUS HERO is a
darkly humorous look at
life with Down syndrome,
the rise of a wrestling empire… and angels. Yes, angels.
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contributors
Madron is the author of The Im-

Sumiko saulson is the author of the Young

mortal War Series, and has been published in the international Cover Stories
Euphictional Anthology. When not writing, she likes to create and often can be
found knitting, spinning, or making
jewelry in her spare time. Suzanne also
helps support the efforts of independent artists, writers, musicians, and film-makers.

Adult horror novella series The Moon
Cried Blood and the short story anthology Things That Go Bump in My Head.
Born to African-American and Russian-Jewish parents, she is a native
Californian and has spent most of her
adult life in the Bay Area. She is a
blogger and journalist, working for Examiner.com
covering the Oakland Art Scene and for the Berkeley
City College paper, the BCC Voice.

Suzanne

Rick kitagawa is a San Francisco-based sto-

ryteller, visual artist, and arts educator.
He is the author/illustrator of "From
the Darkness Creeps" and his work has
been featured in podcasts, live storytelling events, and in Hyphen magazine.
Rick teaches business at the Academy
of Art University and acts as a business
coach for artists through Lift Off Art.
Tim reyNolds Humorist, novelist, photogra-

pher Tim Reynolds is a ‘former everything’, including stand-up comic,
teacher, editorial cartoonist, landscaper, actor, dishwasher, paparazzo, accountant, magician, and trainer of bus
drivers. He digs deep in his life experiences to find the humor in everything
from cemeteries to medical exams.
Emerian rich is an author, artist, and voice

actor. She’s been published in anthologies, magazines, newsletters, and her
novel count is currently 7 with 8 on the
way. She’s the Creative Director for
SEARCH Magazine and hostess of the
radio show, HorrorAddicts.net. Emz
grew up all over the US, but after landing in the Bay Area 24 years ago, she’s finally home.
Michele Roger is a harpist, composer, and

author living and working in Detroit. She
is the author of several fiction novels and
won the Joy Humanist writing award for
Poetry. She was recently nominated for a
2015 Detroit Music Award. When Michele
isn't working, she loves to travel. Getting
lost in unknown places is a particular talent of hers.

is the author of Pride,
Prejudice, and Popcorn: TV and Film Adaptations of Pride and Prejudice, Wuthering Heights, and Jane Eyre, resident
'geek reviewer' for the website SmartBitchesTrashyBooks.com, and the creator an d writer of GeekGirlinLove.com. When not reading and
writing, you can find Carrie volunteering for the
Sacramento Public Library and getting into trouble
with her mad scientist husband, amazing daughter,
suitably mysterious cats, and highly neurotic dog.
Carrie sessarego

DAN

is an author, podcaster,
voice actor, foodie, and geek from
Phoenix, AZ. He can be found serving
up his own recipes for Morbid Meals
on the blog at HorrorAddicts.net, as
well as the author and producer of a
serialized audio story, BLACK JACK.

SHAURETTE

Ron Vitale has more than 15 years of experi-

ence working on website strategy,
content development as well as implementing and maintaining website
content governance workflows. His
articles have appeared in varied places from PRNews’ 2011 Digital PR
Guidebook to SFWA’s The Bulletin magazine. When not writing about cool technology, he
also is the author of the Cinderella’s Secret Witch Diaries series geared toward new adults. ■
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CITY SPOTLIGHT

benicia
By emerian rich

“Serving and enhancing our community with care, commitment, and pride.”

Benicia

is a historic seaside
town that is a great place to spend a daytrip or
afternoon outing.
Your first stop should be the railroad depot at
the end of First Street. There you will be greeted
by pleasant faces who will give you a map of
Benicia and a historic walking tour from the
Benicia Historical Society. Some of the more interesting spots on the map are the Benicia State
Capital (circa 1852), Jack London’s haunts, and
the Union Hotel, which is reportedly haunted.
If your tastes run more to shopping, there are
tons of antique, jewelry, and curiosity shops as
well as fashion boutiques.
Benicia is also the home of many artists creating glass arts, sculpture, photography, and
paintings. Their work can be viewed in the several galleries that line First Street. You can also
witness artisans making glassware if you visit
the Nourot Glass Studio.
For the history buff, there are so many choices you might not be able to visit them all in one
day. Besides the historic Benicia State Capital
and other buildings of note on First Street, there
are also several museums in town. A short car
ride from the main drag will take you to the
Benicia Arsenal, which was the primary Army
Ordnance facility for the West Coast of the US
for over 100 years.
6
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With such a long list of restaurants and cafés,
you might find choosing your lunch destination
a daunting task. There is truly something for
everyone. For a unique experience, reserve a
table at the Camellia Tea Room where they
serve traditional English Tea complete with finger sandwiches and scones.
Have a Barbeque enthusiast in your group?
Try Kinder’s for a quick, filling meal. My personal favorite is the Kaigan Sushi for their Teriyaki Chicken and Gyoza. Whatever choice you
make for lunch, you are sure to enjoy both the
food and atmosphere that Benicia affords.
After lunch, a stroll down to the pier
(pictured above) is just the thing to work off
those calories.

Share your favorite Bay Area city and your
favorite spots it with us. Email:
searchmagazinesubmissions@gmail.com

Sara Wheeler loves creating these designs! She specializes in character tutu dresses,
long flower girl tutu dresses, and birthday party tutu dresses.
At It's Tutu O'clock Somewhere, all of the items you'll find are made to order.

SEE THE WORLD FROM YOUR SMARTPHONE
By RON VITALE

Ever wanted to walk through the streets
of Tokyo, London, or stand at the top floor of
the Empire State Building and look out across
the Manhattan skyline? Everyone’s joining in
and now you can too—right from your phone.

The Little Meerkat That Could
In February 2015, Ben Rubin, Meerkat’s
founder, launched an iPhone app that went on
to catch the South by Southwest Conference by
storm. The premise of the mobile app is straightforward and extremely easy to use. Download
the app for your Android or iPhone, login with
your Twitter account, and stream video live to
followers from your phone.
If streaming yourself to the world, isn’t your
thing, then there’s the voyeuristic aspect of the
app. With more than 300,000 people having
downloaded the app and an estimated 30% increase in downloads per day, there are a lot of
people experimenting with Meerkat. Several interesting uses popped up in just the few weeks
after its launch. Jimmy Fallon of The Tonight
Show has been using Meerkat to stream live
8
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while he’s practicing his opening monologues.
Al Roker of the TODAY show used the app to
give a behind-the-scenes look into what happens
in the backstage area of the morning show between commercial breaks. In fact, many on-air
personalities are using the app to do the same,
showing behind the camera and interacting with
viewers.
Watching a live video on your phone is engrossing and highly addictive. To show my son
how cool the Meerkat app was, I randomly
found a live stream of a weather forecaster in
Jacksonville, Florida. She was streaming live by
leaving her phone on the news desk, and my son
and I could see her reading the prompter. When
the commercial break came, she picked up the
phone and started interacting with those watching her Meerkat stream. I sent her a quick tweet
to thank her, and she saw my message pop up in
the Meerkat app on top of her streaming video
and called me out by name. My son turned to
me with an incredulous look on his face. I knew
I had won him over. With Meerkat, the interaction is immediate, personal, and fun.
One of the more entertaining Meerkats I
watched had a pretty simple premise. Two guys
started streaming and told those watching they
would deliver coffee to the first person in their
area of San Francisco to ask. A viewer took them
up on their offer, and their live stream became a
fun romp with two guys trying to find the hotel
where their viewer was staying. They found
him, shook hands, and the viewer showed his
phone to theirs so you could see that he had
been watching the live stream.

The immediacy and direct contact with people
through video isn’t new, but Meerkat had perfect timing. People have mobile devices, many
are on Twitter, and good quality transmission of
video on LTE is now possible.
Take all the techno-babble stuff aside, Meerkat is the darling app of the moment with even
Rand Paul and Jeb Bush experimenting with the
app. Users have clamored for President Obama
to use the app, but no official statement from the
White House has answered those calls. Why is
Meerkat blowing up and taking people by
storm? It’s simple. What’s better than a reality
TV show than actual reality? The Meerkats I
have watched are unscripted, clumsy, but fun.
People are amazed that viewers are following
them and watching their train rides to work,
what they order at a pub, or what they see at famous places (watching several Londoners walk
through the Warner Brothers Studios sets from
the Harry Potter films was fun).

The Future Is Now
When I first learned about the Meerkat app
and then tried it out, I knew another disruptor
had entered the world of social media. But more
than that, the whiz-bang technology behind
what makes live streaming work has become
easy, affordable, and a no-brainer. What this will
mean for businesses as well as individuals is yet
to be seen. But pop star Katy Perry, who has
more than 64 million Twitter followers, recently
said in a Mashable interview that “you either
embrace the future or be left behind” when
asked about people using Meerkat to stream her
concerts. She gets it. Every kid at her concerts
can now pull out their phone and stream the
concert to the world. With Periscope, the video
will live online for 24 hours so you and your
friends can relive the excitement after the show.

Citizen journalists have been using Meerkat
and Periscope to stream live events as they happen no matter if it’s a car accident, crime, or fire.
Before we could take a picture and send it out to
the world. Now we can send the live streams
out, and thousands can watch without any gatekeepers or, at the moment, commercials. When
Meerkat first launched, several people started
experimenting filming protests. Politicians, actors, singers, and other celebrities can now all be
filmed with the touch of your mobile phone’s
screen. It’s that simple and powerful.
With any new tool, people will use it for good
and for bad. There is a way to report streams in
both Meerkat and Periscope, but how long it
would take to shut that stream down or ban the
user is also unclear. The future of live streaming
is currently in its Wild West phase, and I’m curious to see who shakes out as winners. YouTubers have their own channels and have millions
of followers. I’ll be curious to see if any of them
jump onto Meerkat and Periscope and how
those experiments go.
No matter if you’re an exhibitionist or more
voyeuristic, I highly recommend trying out both apps.
They’re free and lots of fun.
Just be prepared to get
sucked in and lose a few
hours of your life after the
realization hits you that
you’re seeing live video
from across the world on
your phone and you can
interact with the person
streaming. Talk about discoverability. Now, let
me go because I see someone is taking their
morning run by a river in Columbia. I’ve never
been to Columbia and running there looks fun
to watch. ■
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4 Free Tools for Tech-Savvy Writers
By Dan shaurette

Writers today have a large array of tools at
their disposal. I know a few writers who still
craft their tales the old-fashioned way: by longhand writing in notebooks or even using typewriters. Yet, these incredible story-tellers choose
to avoid using even bare-bones text editors.
Here are some tech alternatives to those of you
looking for time-savers and ready to take your
writing to the next level.

1. Evernote is a multi-platform tool that
works from their website but also
has applications for just about every
computer, tablet, or smartphone.
This means that no matter where you
are, you can take notes, edit them,
tag them, and organize them into notebooks.
Evernote has web browser extensions that let
you clip content from websites, so gathering research is only a click away. The apps also work
offline and synchronize back to their website, so
you don’t have to be tied to a hotspot to write.
Evernote has powerful search functions that
can also search through images. So if you take a
snapshot of a screen or scan a page from a book
for reference, your keyword search will highlight any matches there as well. Note taking is
just a fraction of what it can do, however. You
can add dated reminders to notes so you can
stay on track with assignments. Notes and notebooks are normally private, but you can share
notebooks for collaboration or make some public. You can also make presentations and so
much more.
2. Gingko is the love child of a great notebook
with the structure of outlining. It is a note-based
word-processor with a
multi-column view for a
node tree. This means that every note you cre-

ate can be as short or as long and detailed as
you like and have related notes. You can also
collaborate with other users. Each tree document can be private, public, or shared. All editing uses SSL security as well.

3. Google Drive / Docs If you prefer a traditional word processor, Google Docs
is versatile and free to use. Your documents save automatically to Google
Drive (their cloud storage service) or
you can save/export them locally. You can even
work with them offline. Integration with their
other services makes collaboration very easy.
For example, a group of users can edit one document simultaneously. You can create a calendar to list deadlines, plan work sessions, etc. Also, you can discuss the project in Gmail, gChat,
or video Hangouts.

4. Calibre is a free, open-source eBook reader
and library for Windows, Mac,
and Linux. What makes it a
great tool for writers is the ability to convert between different
eBook formats. As a result, it
can be used by writers to convert a manuscript from one format, say HTML or Word, into EPUB, Kindle,
Sony, and other popular formats. This is crucial
for writers to be able to distribute their documents directly or publish them by a third party.
As an eBook reader, it helps to review converted eBook files to make sure the formatting
is as expected. It also comes with an eBook editor so that you can fix any issues you might
find. Of course, it also has the benefit of being a
single library to keep all of your downloaded
reference eBooks together in one place, no matter what format they were in or who created
them.■
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Smoke on the Water: Fireworks in the Bay Area

By sumiko saulson

California

dreamers visiting from out of
town are often surprised by how cold it gets in
many parts of the Bay Area, but by the Fourth of
July, even the coldest climes have grown seasonably warm just in time for the display of outdoor
pyrotechnics. From Sausalito to Santa Cruz, the
entire Bay Area (and points beyond) light up
with the lovely and lush displays every summer.
Fireworks displays are especially prominent
near the water, where the Pacific Ocean, San
Francisco, and San Pablo Bays create nature’s
perfect mirror for spectators.
We all associate fireworks with Fourth of July,
but their use far predates the 239-year-old holiday. Although some historians say fireworks
were first invented in India, their modern incarnation originated in China. Firecrackers date
back to the Han Dynasty (around 200 BC). They
were around for about a thousand years before
the invention of gunpowder.
The famous explorer Marco Polo brought fireworks into Europe in the late thirteenth century,
12
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but large outdoor displays wouldn’t become
fashionable until the 1700s. Public firework exhibitions came into vogue around the same time
our founding fathers forged a new nation in
North America and the United States of America
was born. They were not a late edition to the
Fourth of July celebration, but a part of it from
day one.
In cities like Oakland and Pacifica citizens are
also allowed to wield their own tiny home use
versions. Children of all ages—including the
adult ones—laugh and play with colorful rockets, smoke bombs, snakes, firecrackers, and sparklers. However, with personal firework use,
there are a number of safety issues. As a result,
many families choose to view one of the numerous gorgeous professional displays offered
around the Bay Area.
Professional displays can use pre-made prepackaged large scale fireworks or specially designed displays called “hobby-built” fireworks.
They are called hobby-built because they are
hand constructed individually by fireworks

hobbyists and experts for public display. These
should not be confused with the small fireworks
families purchase for personal use.
Hobby-built fireworks allow public firework
shows to offer special colors and shapes that are
not offered by the mainstream manufactures. To
learn more about hobby-built fireworks, I spoke
to fireworks expert, Tracey Baker Birch.
What is your experience in working with
fireworks?
Primarily hobby/competition shell building
and some commercial shows (design, setup, and
firing).
What kind of displays have you done?
I have done private shows, city July 4th shows,
and special events. Our fireworks club has donated shows for the state Special Olympics
opening ceremony.
How do commercial fireworks differ from
hobby built fireworks?
Most commercial shells in use are massproduced Chinese ball (spherical) shells, with
few special effects. Hobby shells are generally
more carefully built, incorporate a wider variety
of star compositions (that's the name of the little
color-burning pellets), and use building styles
from around the world—Chinese, Italian, and
Maltese are the big three.
Hobby fireworks in competition are judged on
artistry, colors, precision timing, symmetry, and
difficulty of effects used. Commercial shells are
put together as fast and cheap as possible so
you'll see basically the same handful of things
over and over unless you're at Disney or a huge
special city show, like NYC or Dubai, where
they've gone out of their way to get different

shells.
Are there any special challenges in putting together
a Fourth of July display?
July Fourth challenges:
First, ordering product far
enough ahead of time to
have it imported ahead of
the date, and of course
Tracey Baker Birch has
that's the busiest time of the
been involved with hobyear. 8-10 years ago there
by and professional
was a container ship explofireworks since 2002.
sion that halted shipments She is a BATFE liout of China for some time, censed manufacturer of
right before July Fourth fireworks and a certified
shipments were set to go display operator. She’s
out.
built award-winning
Second, finding transport specialty fireworks and
and labor for shows can be has taught workshops
difficult at that time, and o n c o n s t r u c t i o n
even small display compa- techniques, explosives
nies may be doing a show recordkeeping, and disper night for 3-4 days in a play site safety. Tracey
lives in Florida with her
row.
Then the usual challeng- husband Russ and their
es: Planning and choreo- three children.
graphing the show. Setup
takes a full day of hard labor (nailing things together and/or burying mortars, loading shells,
running wires) even for a small show, more for
larger. Of course you're working with hazardous
materials so safety is taken very seriously. Then
at the last minute, there's an inspection by a fire
marshal or someone who often doesn't really
know much about what they're inspecting.
What advice would you give families on firework safety on the Fourth of July?
You don't have to be right up close to a display
to enjoy it. It's not like a stage show, so crowding up front is kind of silly. Respect the barricades, they really are there for your safety. Even
the shooters get as far away as they can and still
run the show. ■
Fireworks facts cited: Wickman, Forrest. "Why Do We Celebrate Independence Day by Lighting Fireworks?" Slate. The
Slate Group, 3 July 2012. Web. 12 May 2015. / Bradley, Colin.
"History of Fireworks: PyroUniverse.com." PyroUniverse. PyroUniverse, 2007. Web. 12 May 2015.
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hell of a week.
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Secrets to Having a Successful Art Business
By rick Kitagawa

For all you artists out there who are looking to create a successful business based on your art, I can sum
up everything you need to know with the following
two rules I give all my students in the art and business
classes I teach.

Rule #1: Don't be a jerk.
As a small business owner and a sponsored artist, let
me tell you from personal experience that being a decent human being is more important than you might
think. You may think that when businesses need to
hire an artist, they just post something online, right?
Nope.
Businesses do not post jobs online if they can help it.
It costs them money, and they get barraged with terrible resumes from people who have no experience and
aren't even sure what job they are applying for. An
overwhelming majority of jobs and opportunities do
not even get posted online because they get filled prior
to the job even going public.
Think about it from the company's perspective for a
second. Would you rather work alongside a friend or
some random stranger you found on Craigslist? If
you're going to be
spending
40+ hours a
week with
this person,
wouldn't
you prefer
to spend all
this
time
with people
you
know and
already at
least sort of
like?
Recently, LinkedIn got upset when a study showed more
jobs were being posted on Facebook than on LinkedIn.
Why is that? Because people trust friends more than
"business contacts."
You see, people want to work with “cool” people.
This is an undeniable truth. When my screen printing
business was just starting out, clients decided on
working with us because my business partner and I
were “cool” guys. I kid you not, that was the main reason why we got a lot of business in the early years, and

even today people who work with us tell us, the same
thing. What they mean by being “cool” is that we
don’t take ourselves too seriously but provide a level
of customer service, friendliness, and attention to our
clients’ needs that most other shops don’t provide.
When you are a nice, generous, caring human being,
people will naturally want to befriend you. The more
friends you have, the larger your network is. The larger your network is, the more likely you'll hear about
your dream job before 99% of other people will hear
about it. If you hear about an awesome job before

everyone else, you have a huge advantage plus
the perks of submitting your application directly
to the person who is hiring.
Rule #2: Do Good Work
While being a good person will get you far, you still
have to deliver the goods. So whatever your craft is,
make sure you're putting in the time and effort to
make it really shine.
Malcolm Gladwell popularized the notion of the
10,000 hour rule. He shows that most of the biggest
names in modern history (Bill Gates, Michael Jordan,
The Beatles) all spent at least 10,000 hours practicing
their craft so they would become the best at what they
do.
While I totally believe it takes 10,000 hours of dedicated practice to become the best in the world, I think
the main takeaway here is you have to put in the time
and dedication to constantly keep practicing and improving your craft.
If you do the math, 10,000 hours is 9.615 years of
practicing 20 hours a week. If that intimidates you, remember that this is how much time it takes to become
the best in the world. You can be better than most people after 20 hours of hardcore, dedicated studying. The
thing to remember is people pay for quality. So while
you might get a minimum wage art gig with a skill set
that took you 20 hours to acquire, if you want to be
partying on your own yacht at some point, you're going to need to practice much more than that.
Being a professional artist is a weird mixture of having to balance the fun stuff with the business side of
things, but balance you must. Just as it’s necessary to
focus on your interpersonal skills (at the very least, try
not to be creepy, offensive, or mean), you also have to
focus on getting better at what you do. So keep both of
these rules in mind and do not forget about me when
you’re super famous and rich. ■
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Grand Cayman: More than just Margarita-ville
By Michele roger

Grand Cayman is a quick and inexpensive
flight from Miami, Florida. While travelers will
need their passports to go to this British Territory island, the flight time from Miami is less
than an hour. You might think touristy piña
coladas and rum are all this sunny destination
has to offer you, but that is wrong. A quick bike
or car ride five minutes outside of the cruise
ship port is well worth the extra effort. While
many British expats and South Americans have
discovered the delicacies of Grand Cayman, it
remains elusive to American foodies. Let's
change that. There is seriously good food to be
found.
As you might expect, the fish on Grand Cayman is fabulous, and it’s fresh. Most restaurants serve fish that is only a couple of hours
old. What does that mean for you, the hungry
patron? Tar tar! While I have sampled several
versions of this dish in my travels, the tar tar I
had in Grand Cayman beats them all by a long
shot.
Just a few miles travel down West Bay Road
brings you to a small but popular five star restaurant called, 'Agua'. The owner, Monica, is
from Argentina and has been working in restaurants for years. She opened Agua with the
idea that fresh fish, served in a French-Asian
16
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fusion and paired with an excellent wine selection, would be a hit. She was so right. While
many places on Grand Cayman are sticking to
more spicy, Jamaican style dishes, Agua offers
a refreshing twist. The tuna tar tar is piled high
and mixed with fresh, diced avocado and lime
juice. You can eat it with the toasted baguette
that accompanies this dish, but quite frankly,
the bread just takes away from the richness of
the perfect trio staring back from the plate. It is
affordably priced as an appetizer for sharing or
better yet, selfishly keep it all for yourself and
declare it a light supper, pairing it with a salad.
Agua also offers an excellent beef carpaccio.
While I enjoyed the beef carpaccio for its earthy
mushroom counterparts, the tuna tar tar had
me at hello. Since the tuna is rich and steak-like
in its raw form, sharing a bottle of Pinot Noir
while enjoying both dishes make for a nice
pairing.
If you enjoy a caprice salad, you had better
come hungry. I expected a beautiful arrangement of mozzarella slices, tomato, and basil
leaves. Simple. Agua's version is vastly unique.
Buffalo mozzarella the size of a softball is cut in
two halves and placed on a tomato base. A generous helping of shredded basil sits on top.
The whole plate is dressed with balsamic, olive
oil, and cracked pepper corns. My dining companions agreed that the salad could have been
a full meal.

The only draw back to Agua is that this is no
beach bum kind of place. Leave your bikini back
at the hotel and come dressed to impress.
If the beach scene is more your style, then Da
Fish Shack is the place to be. Filled with locals
who work the island or for the local diving companies, the setting is casual. Very casual. Even
shoes are optional. Chickens roam freely in this
outdoor bar and grill. The local fowl look for
crumbs and pose for pictures with happy tourists. The rum drinks at Da Fish Shack are tasty
and affordable. Local Wahoo (grouper) is often
the daily special along with mahi mahi. The
catch of the day is offered fried, blackened,
grilled, or Cayman Style. The latter option
means the fish is poached in a spice-filled red
pepper-based sauce, served with your choice of
fries, conch fritters, or bread fruit. As a side
note, if you've never tried conch fritters, it is a
local delicacy that should be sampled at least
once. Crunchy on the outside, soft and slightly
sweet on the inside with chewy textured fish

that reminded me of fried mushrooms. The jerk
spice mayonnaise that accompanies most conch
fritter appetizers is an added perk, complimenting a sunset cocktail.
Save room for the rum cake tasting at the Tortuga Rum Distillery and Museum for a rainy afternoon. Tropical showers roll in off the ocean
and give you a great excuse for a side trip. Hop
in the car and head over to Tortuga. Kids and
adults are welcome to taste the many varieties of
rum cake. Be prepared to wait in line for samples or the rum distillery tour. Both are very
popular with tourists fresh off cruise ships and
visiting only for a day.
While the classical, original flavor of the Tortuga rum cake is wildly moist and delicious, don't
leave without picking up a Blue Mountain coffee
rum cake. Chocolate runs a close second. Variety
packs of mini cakes are available, should you
choose to bring them all home. For a few dollars
more, the helpful staff will make up a custom
gift pack, including bottled samples of their rum
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along with the cakes. The gift boxes pack well in
suitcases, if you don't eat the cakes before packing.
Grand Cayman may be known for its fantastic
diving, thanks to the giant barrier reef that surrounds the island. Songs may sing the island's
praises for its blissful marriage of sun and rum.
But, don't overlook the diversity of its people and
what the emulsion of cultures, quite literally brings
to the table. It is a food lovers paradise. ■

Book your trip to the Caymans today!

travel-2-go.com

Travel to Go, Inc
5439 Clayton Rd. Ste F
Clayton, CA
925-672-9840
CST# 2033054-40
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By Dan ShaUrette
There may be no edible Americana more famous than Mom’s Apple Pie. However, our glorious pie
on the cover, made with cherries and blueberries with a crust of stars and stripes, may well become
a new favorite. No matter which you prefer, the pies will be more flavorful, fresh, and frankly
healthier, if you make the filling and crusts from scratch.
Uncle Sam’s Berry Pie Filling
2 cups of blueberries
4 cups of cherries and/or strawberries
1/8 tsp lemon juice
2 Tbsp cornstarch
1/2 cup granulated sugar
Pinch of salt
1/8 tsp nutmeg
Yield: Enough for one 9-inch pie
or…
Mom’s Apple Pie Filling
6 cups apples, peeled, cored & sliced
1/8 tsp lemon juice
1/2 cup brown sugar
Pinch of salt
1/8 tsp nutmeg
1/2 tsp cinnamon
1. Rinse your fruit and drain it. Add lemon juice
to prevent browning.
2. If you are making the berry pie, cook the blueberries separately from the cherries/

strawberries. In your medium saucepan over
low heat, combine the fruit and remaining ingredients. Stir until the fruit is soft, about 10
minutes.
3. Let simmer until the compote has thickened as
desired.
4. Refrigerate the fruit to chill at least to room temperature, or cooler if you like.
Patriotic Pie Crust
3/4 cup unsalted butter, chilled
1/4 cup lard or shortening, chilled
3 cups pastry flour (12 oz by weight)
1 tsp salt
1 Tbsp sugar
6 Tbsp ice water
optional
1 tsp milk
1 Tbsp granulated sugar
Yield: Enough for two 9-inch pie crusts (top and
bottom)
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Tools:
Food processor
1 pound of pie weights or dried beans
Aluminum foil or parchment paper
Plastic cling wrap
9-inch pie pan, aluminum preferred
Rolling pin
1. Freeze the butter and lard/shortening for 15
minutes.
2. Into your food processor, add all of your dry
ingredients and pulse a few times until well
combined.
3. Take the butter and fat from your freezer
and cut it up into small pieces. Add the butter and fat together to the food processor
and pulse to combine. The dough should
start to form small pea-sized clumps.
4. Add the water a tablespoon at a time to the
food processor and pulse a few times. Repeat as needed until the dough comes together when squeezed between your fingers.

5. Take the dough from the food processor
split it in half. Form each half into a ball.
Wrap each dough ball in plastic wrap and
gently flatten into a round disk. Chill your
dough AND your pie pan in your refrigerator for at least 30 minutes.
6. Sprinkle your work surface and rolling pin
with flour. Remove one dough disk from the
fridge and unwrap.
7. Roll out your dough, working from the center out to the edge, until you have a circle
about 11 to 12 inches wide.
8. Remove your pie pan from the fridge and
carefully transfer your rolled dough to the
inside of the pie pan. Trim and crimp the
edges as needed. Place the dough in the pie
pan back into the refrigerator for 15 more
minutes.
9. In your oven, set a rack in the middle position and preheat to 425°F.
10. Remove the pie pan with the dough from
the refrigerator. Line the inside of the dough
20
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with a sheet of parchment paper or aluminum foil. Pour the pie weights (or dry
beans) on top and make sure to press into
the edges and sides of the lining. Bake in the
oven for 10 to 12 minutes, until the edges
just start to turn golden brown.
11. Remove the lining and weights and then continue to bake the crust until it is dry and just
becoming golden brown, about 5 to 10 more
minutes.
12. Remove the blind-baked crust from the oven
and allow it to cool completely.
Tips for the crusts
 If you can’t find pastry flour, a 50/50 mix of
cake flour and all-purpose flour works well. Of
course, if all that you have on hand is allpurpose, then you can use that, just remember
not to over work the dough.
 If you want a gluten-free pie crust, use 12 oz of
brown rice flour with 1 tsp of xanthan gum, and
add one large egg.
 The most important trick to making the
“perfect” pie crust is practice. With everything,
practice makes, well… perfect. Eventually.
Don’t beat yourself up too much if the dough
cracks, is too thin, too thick, too dry, crumbles,
etc. This is especially true of gluten-free pie
crusts. Feel free to experiment with getting the
ratios right.
Assembling your pie
1. While the blind-baked crust cools, remove
your other dough disk from the fridge and roll
out. Using a cookie cutter, cut out some star
shapes. Then slice the rest into stripes. Return
these dough shapes to the fridge to chill.
2. After the crust has cooled, fill the crust with
your chosen filling.
3. Remove your dough stars and stripes from the
fridge and lay them on top of the filling. Brush
with milk and sprinkle granulated sugar on
top.
4. With the oven still at 425°F, place the pie on
the bottom rack and bake for 20 minutes.
5. Reduce heat to 350°F, move the pie to the middle rack, and bake until the top crust is golden
brown. ■

925.240.2153

6670 Lone Tree Way Ste.1, Brentwood, CA 94513

Our chef carefully selects only the freshest market
ingredients to create our featured offerings and seasonal specialties. Sticky Chicken & Ribs takes a
new approach to traditional favorites you’ll come to
love.

At Sticky Chicken & Ribs, we carefully developed
our menu to offer a wide array of options from rich
and savory, to light and refreshing. You’ll soon want
to experience all the options our wonderful menu offers.

Sit down at Sticky Chicken & Ribs and prepare for
our attentive staff to take care of you with subtle efficiency. You can expect a personal commitment to

Sculptor Al Farrow
Inspiring Change

Al Farrow
The Spine and Tooth of Santo Guerro, 2007
Bullets, guns, glass, shot, steel, bone
64 x 50 ½ x 74 inches
Collection of the Fine Arts Museums of
San Francisco

By emerian rich

Al

Farrow is a sculptor
who transforms metal into
thought-provoking works
of art.
He’s had a studio in the Bay Area for forty
some years, and I was fortunate to tour the creator’s paradise. With enough space and supplies to keep even the busiest artistic mind going for a lifetime, it’s every art student’s fantasy.
As I looked around—launching into sensory
overload mind you—I realized this guy lives
the dream they pitched me at art school orientation. I could tell he enjoys and believes in his
work from the moment he let me into his innovative bubble.
Never formally trained, Al’s technique with
metal is mostly self-taught through trial and
error. When asked why he got involved in metal work he said, “It just fascinated me. It
doesn’t break! If it bends, I can bend it back.”
Al’s current project is called Wrath and Reverence, a series exploring the relationship between violence and religion. In its most simple
form, the works are massive churches built
from recycled military hardware, certain to awe
any architecture buff.
“I’ve been working this reliquary series for
twenty years. It’s something that’s really held
my attention. Before, I would change subject
matter about every seven years, but once I
started doing this, I didn’t change. I’m working
military hardware and changing into the language of architecture.”
He has a whole section of his studio dedicated to bullets, shells, and other military hardware. The supplies are now void of the gunpowder that makes them so lethal, but that
does nothing to diminish the power of their
presence. “We cut bullets by the thousands so
they will be the size I need. I have to have every size available to be able to make a choice
while creating.”
Using only real guns and ammunition is important too. “Some are from World War I and
II,” says Al. “Without the realness, the powerful meaning behind the work would be lost.”

“Without the realness, the
powerful meaning behind the
work would be lost.”
He takes great care in defusing the ammunition, but this wasn’t something he learned over
night. “I went into this knowing nothing and
overtime developed a vocabulary so I can deal
with the gun culture effectively.”
Al’s older work was on a smaller scale and
dealt with the destruction of indigenous cultures through modernization. He’s a deep guy
with a real conviction to do work he believes
in. He has dedicated his life to creating meaningful art, pieces that make viewers think about
the world around them and their part in it. The
artists that inspire him did the same sort of
thing in their own rights. Goya with his Desastres de la Guerra series and Daumier’s litho-
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and inspired Al to
“Follow your heart.
create his own style.
Never compromise
“Daumier’s style is
your higher values.
expressive, and I
Never do just what’s
emulated him when
in fashion or what
I developed my
sells. Do what’s inown style working
side you that wants
in bronze. Goya
to come out.”
and Daumier were
The next time Northartists who had the
ern California resicourage to create
dents can see his
what they believed
work live is at the
in.”
Crocker Art Museum
With a studio full
in Sacramento, Octoof work and pieces
ber 11th, 2015 thru
Al Farrow, Bombed Mosque, 2010
in museums and
January 3rd, 2016. His
Guns, gun parts, bullets, steel, 40 x 56 x 34 ¼ inches
galleries around the
work is also being
Image courtesy of Catharine Clark Gallery, San Francisco
world, you may
shown at the Forum
wonder what his
Gallery in New York
favorite piece is. “One of my absolute favorites is City, 21C Museum in Louisville, KY, and will
the piece at the DeYoung Museum in San Fran- come to the Catherine Clark Gallery in San Francisco. It’s called The Spine and Tooth of Santo cisco, Fall 2016. For more show dates, and to
Guerro (pictured). It’s over five feet tall, six feet view his online gallery, visit Al on the web at: allong, and each of the doors are unique.” The farrow.com. ■
doors are generally left open so
you can look through the entire
cathedral. This piece makes me
want to shrink down so I can
walk through its halls and really
study all the detail he put into it.
Even without being mini-me, the
detail is fascinating. You could
study this piece for hours and still
find something new you didn’t
notice the first time. I think he really captured the same sort of awe
you feel when walking into a
grand cathedral.
So how does Al feel when his
work is misinterpreted? “It
doesn’t bother me. Art should be
interpreted. If someone looks at
my art and sees something I didn’t intend, that’s their experience,
and it’s just as valid as any other
meaning.”
His advice for new artists?
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Al Farrow,

Bombed Mosque

2010
Guns, gun parts,
bullets, steel,

40 x 56 x 34 ¼
inches

Image courtesy of
Catharine Clark
Gallery, San Francisco

See
Al Farrow’s
work live
Oct. 2015 Jan. 2016
at the Crocket
Art Museum in
Sacramento,
California.

216 O Street

Sacramento, CA

916-808-7000

crockerartmuseum.org

925-470-5858
makeupbynak@yahoo.com
instagram.com/makeupbynak

Faced Makeup Boutique and Studio
2400 Sycamore Road, Suite 12B, Antioch, CA 94509

Bridal

Photo Shoots

Film

Fashion

Private Lessons

Makeup Classes

HAIR SALON STUDIO
Threading, Hair Cuts and Color, Waxing, Facials
(925) 240-1997 Salon ■ (925) 565-3341 Cell
6730 Lone Tree Way, Suite #5, Brentwood, CA 94513
hairsalonstudio.info ■ facebook.com/hairsalonbrentwood
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Citronella Candles: A Pleasant Bug Repellent
By Suzanne Madron

While the majority of folks will be spraying themselves down with bug repellent and
burning candles of questionable content this
summer, it’s important to know there is an easier and healthier way to keep the bugs at bay:
Citronella
Citronella is not just a fragrance label, it is an
actual oil that you can put into candles and carrier oil. If you’re not big on the citronella fragrance, give lemongrass essential oil a whirl.
Want to make your own candles and wow your
friends? Here’s how:
Supplies
Wax
Wicking
Tape
Citronella essential oil
Fire proof containers
(mason jars work well)

Toothpicks or wooden

chopsticks (depending
on the size of your container)
Double boiler setup you
don’t plan to use for
food ever again
 Optional: Crayons (to
make colored wax)

1. Set up your double boiler. I use a metal wax
melter in a recycled old pot filled halfway with
water.
2. Melt your wax. All the way. No cheating, otherwise you will have lumps and nothing burns
the skin quite like hot melted wax when it
splashes on you. Trust me.
*Optional: If you’d like to bring color to your
candles, break up the crayons and add them to
the melting wax. You can also buy colored
wax in the craft supply store, but reusing broken crayons laying about the house is a great
way to recycle.
3. Set up your containers and wicks. While
your wax is melting, set up the containers. If using small votive style containers, you should be
able to use the toothpicks set across the top to
hold your wicks in place when the candle is setting. If using a larger container, use some wooden chopsticks and cut them to the preferred size.
Make sure your wicks are centered. You can use
tape to hold the toothpicks or chopsticks together around the wick, or you can skip the tape al-

together. No one will judge you if your wicks
are slightly off-center, just be sure that they’re
as centered as possible before the wax hardens
to keep the flame from being directly on the
container.
4. Pour the melted wax into the containers. Let
it cool for a minute before adding your essential
oils. You can also use lavender, rosemary, bergamot, lemon, and lime oils. Experiment and
figure out what scent you like best.
5. Let your candles
set for several
hours. The cooler
the room, the faster they will harden. Check the scent
to make sure it’s as
strong as you want
it to be before the
wax hardens, but
be careful not to
put too much oil
in, or your wax will be a slushy mess. When the
container is no longer warm to the touch, your
candle is ready to use.
Bonus round: Citronella ‘Perfume’
Have a bunch of citronella essential oil and
aren’t sure how else to use it? Make bug repellant perfume out of it. Get a carrier oil, such as
jojoba or sweet almond oil, and combine it and a
few drops of citronella essential oil in a dark
glass perfume bottle. You’ll want only a few
drops of essential oil to about a tablespoon and
a half of carrier oil. Remember: As with anything you’re putting onto your skin, do a spot
check to be sure you’re not allergic to it.
Citronella Household Spray
Adding several drops of citronella essential oil
into a spray bottle with witch hazel will also
make a natural bug repellant spray. Shake well.
The scent is definitely an acquired taste and
may not be for everyone. Whatever you create,
have fun experimenting to see what’s right for
you. ■
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Six Books to Read on a Tropical Island
(or when stranded at your in-laws)
By carrie sessagro

So, you've been stranded on a tropical island. What to do? Well, you could always
catch up on your reading. Whether you're on your island by choice or by shipwreck,
here are five reads for your tropical sojourn.
Deep Survival, by Laurence Gonzales

Robinson Crusoe, by Daniel Defoe

No, this non-fiction book won't
give you any specific tips regarding how to find fresh water or start a fire with no
matches. But it will show you
what common characteristics,
skills, and attitudes survivors
of all kinds of catastrophes
have in common. The book
concludes with twelve rules of
survival including "Think/analyze/plan", "Do
whatever is necessary," "Celebrate your successes," and "See the beauty." Along the way, Gonzales tells thrilling and harrowing stories of
shipwrecks, plane crashes, and hikes gone
wrong. The lessons Gonzales shares can be applied just as well to surviving business setbacks,
illness, or being stranded on a tropical island.

This novel was the first to be
narrated by a fictional narrator,
and it's the definitive island survival story. The original title
was something of a spoiler: The
Life and Strange Surprizing Adventures of Robinson Crusoe, Of
York, Mariner: Who lived Eight
and Twenty Years, all alone in an
un-inhabited Island on the Coast of
America, near the Mouth of the Great River of
Oroonoque; Having been cast on Shore by Shipwreck,
wherein all the Men perished but himself. With An
Account how he was at last as strangely deliver'd by
Pyrates. The racist elements of the story haven't
aged well, but the sense of adventure, endurance, and resiliency remain fresh and exciting.

MYSTERY

ROMANCE

In 1945, a beautiful
undercover
secret
service
agent has a dangerous
assignment.
United
States thousand
dollar bills are
turning up all
over the globe.
Bodyguarding the widowed former
First Lady, Eleanor Roosevelt, Chloe
must tread lightly and include her in
what the first lady views as a thrilling
cozy mystery. Can she protect Mrs.
Roosevelt, unmask the counterfeiting
ringleader and throw the swift fist of
justice while traveling from Egypt to
Washington to London with a royal
mummy’s severed arm and a peculiar
sand cat?

When Daphne Davernay awakened on her
birthday to find her
father brutally murdered, she lost everything that had ever
mattered to her. Cast
adrift, she found herself
at the mercy of her
guardian, the Duke of
Cheney. He was a hard,
intimidating man…and
the only man that had
ever inspired her to
dream.

THRILLER

Serena
McClure
walks away from a
controlling husband
and into the unknown. With nothing more than a
good job and her
will to get out, she
faces obstacles and
challenges.
She must let go of
her past and embrace love.

HISTORICAL

ADVENTURE

A voyage into peril.
After bloodthirsty
revolutionaries
murder her family,
Françoise Despres
vows to avenge their
deaths and fight the
violent mob destroying her beloved
France by becoming
a spy for the counter
-revolutionary
cause.

Her voyage on the
Kooyonga
brings
Julie to the attention
of two men, an ambitious drug dealer and
the ship's Second
Engineer.
Both will claim her
and she must choose
which one succeeds.

Eternal Press ■ eternalpress.biz
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WESTERN

The streets of Three
Wells, Arizona turns
into a bloody battle
ground as outlaws seem
to come out of the very
woodwork. Shootings
leave the town bereft of
law until Marshal Shay
O’Hara steps in to restore order. Will law be
restored to a quiet Arizona town, or will
Three Wells become
another
Tombstone,
with open bloodshed in
the streets?

The Windflower, by Laura London

A Small Place, by Jamaica Kincaid

This is an old-fashioned, over the
top, lavish romance from 1984
that sets up all the classic romance tropes and subverts them
all - all except for the part about a
gloriously happy ending. Romance readers go crazy for this
book, which has lavish settings
including English ballrooms and
tropical islands, pirates (with a pet pig named
Dennis), a spunky heroine, a memorable cast of
supporting characters, and irresistible chemistry
between the hero and the heroine.

Jamaica Kincaid was born on the
Caribbean island of Antigua and
moved to Scarsdale, New York
in her teens. Her book, A Small
Place explores life on Antigua
and the lingering and destructive effects of colonialism. Kincaid uses the first part of the
book to describe a typical tourist
experience on the island. The second part address the impact and legacy of colonialism and
the realities of life on the island for most of its
residents. This is a book that is at once lush,
beautiful, angry, and challenging.

And Then There Were None,
by Agatha Christie
If you like to be spooked, try this
mystery in which ten strangers
meet at a mansion on an island
off the coast of England. There's a
storm, they lose power, they can't
leave - and one by one they begin
to be killed off. This oft-copied
thriller will keep you guessing
until the last page, and looking
nervously over your shoulder long after the
book ends.

The Tempest, by William Shakespeare
We end our list with a play in
which a man named Prospero is
shipwrecked with his daughter
and creates a kind of paradise until some old enemies and a
very good-looking sailor are
shipwrecked in turn. This is
thought to be the last play that
Shakespeare wrote, and it's one
of his most beloved. It has politics, love, family
drama, action, and magic. May your island sojourn be as magical, and end as happily, as that
of Prospero's! ■

C.A.K.E.

NATIVE HEARTS:
LASSO A LOVER

Five Volume Set

Tank Begaye’s annual visit to Las
Vegas had all the ordinary hallmarks of
business travel—clients to meet, document signings, a slick hotel room, and
one cowgirl to see. For over a year ago,
Tank enjoyed all the Sins Vegas had to
offer—especially at Dante’s costumed
freak party. Unlike the year before,
however, this time Tank would not go
home empty handed. This year, he was
going to lasso a lover.

Sinfully decadent and seductive, the stories in this
five volume set involve the
workers of C.A.K.E. advertising firm. High stress and
tight competition–in and
out of work–makes the
employees more than ready
to let off a little steam. And
if they find love along the
way, well, that’s even
sweeter.

Raelynn Blue

Offering New Flavors in Fiction

mochamemoirspress.com

AVAST, YE AIRSHIPS!
In a daring history that
never was, pirates roam the
skies instead of the seas.
Fantastical airships sail the
clouds on both sides of the
law. With stories ranging
from Victorian skies to an
alien invasion, there is something for everyone in these
eighteen tales of derring-do!
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THE LIGHTER SIDE

How to Keep Critters Out of Your Tent
By Tim reynolds

I

’ve found over the years that no matter how
much I think I know, there’s always a lot more that I
didn’t have a clue about until it pops up out of the
blue.
Prostate exams, for example. And catching rabid
squirrels. Some things are much more widespread
than I first suspected (that prostate thing), some not
so (rabies and squirrels) and some shock the stuffing
out of me with their commonality in the everyday
lives of a great many people.
For example? Well, scorpions and tarantulas, to be
specific. Not an issue for us residents of most major
metropolises (metropolii?) unless the neighbor’s kid
leaves the lid off his terrarium or you wander off into the desert and it becomes important.
For me, my ‘education’ came in Utah.
I needed a break from catering to tourists at the resort hotel where I worked, so I decided to go somewhere I’d never been before and become a tourist in
my own right. Utah.
Being nocturnal, these arachnids (which both scorpions and tarantulas are) prefer dark corners, like
sleeping bags in tents. Good news for them, bad
news for me, Camper Timmy.
Now, in order to get and hold a campsite for more
than five minutes in Zion National Park, you have to
pitch your tent on it (after you pay for the spot).
Think of your tent as a semi-waterproof, rip-stop nylon, neon-orange placeholder.
So, grab a choice campsite, pitch your placeholder,
then head off into town for groceries and souvenirs,
or maybe just wander into the desert to take sunset
photos because the whole trip is actually about the
photography. However you spend your time, when
you get back to your hermetically-sealed placeholder,
you shake and bang on it from the outside to dislodge any creepy crawlers (or four-foot-long rattlesnakes!!) before you retire for the night. Close inspection of the domicile with a powerful flashlight is prudent, smart, and just plain common sense. Unless
you’re not arachnophobic.
I’m not actually arachnophobic, but you won’t
catch me volunteering to let them crawl all over my
body, and here’s why…
I was sixteen. One morning I woke up when some30
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thing lighter than a feather touched my face. I swiped
whatever it was away and looked up at the ceiling,
wondering what stirred me from my deep teen slumber.
Back then my eyes still worked quite well, so I didn’t need glasses to see the approximately TWO HUNDRED newly hatched baby spiders on my suburbanbeige ceiling. I guess Charlotte thought my ceiling
lamp was the best place to hatch her pin-head-sized
brood, and I was host to the baby shower…literally.
I have no idea how many of her offspring had already tested their newly-functioning spinnerets, but
since I immediately levitated my freaked-out butt
straight up and off the bed to land six feet away in
the middle of the room, I’ll never know. That’s why
I’m a little picky about arachnids in my sleeping area.
Now, back to the future in Utah, my tent was clear
of crawly-thingys, so I retrieved my sleeping gear
and bedded down, though not before making double
sure the tent was resealed once I was inside.
The next morning I woke up arachnid-free, then
packed up the contents of the tent and tossed it all in
the trunk before resealing the bubble for the day
while I toddled off to parts unknown to explore and
snap photos. I repeated that process for the next five
days, even when I moved from Zion National Park to
the plateau 8000’ up in Bryce Canyon National Park..

Tim’s autobiography, coming in 2016.

Was my anti-scorpion/tarantula technique successful? Did my tent remain arachnid-free for the duration?
You betcha! As a matter of fact, the closest I got to even
seeing a creepy or a crawly were tracks in the sand.
Yup, that’s it. Not having spotted a single deadly
beasty, I was feeling kind of stupid…until I saw a fiveinch-wide tarantula encased in solid acrylic in a souvenir shop. It was long dead and incapable of climbing
into my sleeping bag, but FIVE INCHES! If that’s what
was out there, waiting to get into my tent and make a
nest in my sleeping bag, then my paranoid, obsessivecompulsive vigilance was worth it.
Ever since that trip I restrict my camping activities to
the Rocky Mountains, where the worst thing a camper
has to worry about is a twelve-hundred-pound grizzly
bear pulling them out of their tent and chewing on
their leg. At least the grizzly won’t be hiding in my
sleeping bag or crawling on my bedroom ceiling. Of
course a tarantula isn’t going to peel the roof off my
Jeep like a can opener to get at the bag of beef jerky sitting on the passenger seat, so I guess there’s always a
trade-off.
But that’s Life, and that’s how to keep tarantulas and
scorpions out of your tent. ■

AWAKENINGS
A witch of formidable illusions, Sabrina runs a coven and
has settled down to teach initiates in the ways of magic. But
when her initiate Alessia asks for
her advice and brings back painful memories for her, wheels are
put into motion that bring Sabrina’s past as a servant in one of
the great houses in the magical
world of The Realms into the
forefront.

When Samantha’s brother goes
missing, the trail leads to Julius
Cerberon, the rich philanthropist
who built a dome for sufferers of
mankind’s newest disease. Can she
really accuse the universe’s greatest humanitarian of murder?
Meanwhile, on a downtrodden
planet, Trevor has the unenviable
job of zombie bait. He saves his
dream girl, but she is infected and
could change any
minute now.

The Broken Shield
Liam hasn't seen his widow, Becca,
in over four hundred years and suddenly there she is, riding past the
commuter train he's stuck on with a
pixie princess. In the battle between
Light and Dark, Liam is a Shield, a
Protector of the Balance; except
that everything is suddenly out of
balance and it's all because of
a smartphone app.
Available in paperback and Kindle at
Amazon.com.

Jane Eyre, Pride and Prejudice, and
Wuthering Heights are three of the
greatest novels in English literature.
Now joining them is Pride, Prejudice,
and Popcorn, a decidedly different take
on these classics.
Join blogger and romance aficionado
Carrie Sessarego as she takes us to the
movies with Jane, Liz, and Cathy. In
her own unique, hilarious style she
discusses the books and the various
movie and TV adaptations.

From the author of :
Cinderella’s Secret Diary.

Available from all major eBook retailers—only 99¢

What would you do if everything you painted, came alive?
Leslie Marietta is the last known heiress of a palatial estate just south of Los Angeles. When she takes possession of her birthright, sudden creative inspiration
allows her to paint alive anything she imagines. Enchantment and wonder
transform her life into a fairytale, but as with all fairytales, there is a dark presence. Phantom servants sneak through the house, horrifying shadow creatures
threaten to destroy her, and a band of Edwardian house guests are trapped in
the walls.
“Like Dorian Gray if penned by Jane Austen and presented by Rod Serling.”
~Dan Shaurette, author of Lilith’s Love
ISBN 978-1478287360

facebook.com/artisticlicensenovel

1955 West Texas
Fairfield, CA
707-425-2012

2120 Railroad
Ave #101
Pittsburg, CA
(925) 432-6678

Bay area attractions: what to do

The Dungeon & Madame Tussaud’s

@ San Francisco’s Fisherman’s Wharf
Looking for a great day out that is fun for the
whole family? Check out what Fisherman’s Wharf
has in store for you. We are so close, sometimes
we overlook the obvious draw of San Francisco’s
Pier 39 area because of the tourist crowds or just
because we think we’ve seen it all. But, if you
haven’t been in awhile, you should check out
these two attractions.
The Dungeon
Created by Merlin Entertainments, this attraction is a mix of Dicken’s Faire-like live performances, a Stephen King-led history lesson, and all
that was really cool about the Pirates of the Caribbean ride at Disney before they commercialized it
Depp-style. With nine live shows, awesome sets,
and even a boat ride, this fun adventure is a highly interactive thrill.
The attraction is centered around the Barbary
Coast, a notoriously
rugged
and wild part of
San Francisco,
alive in the 19th
century.
The
scripts
were
heavily
researched using
information
from historical

By emerian rich

societies and books on the city’s history. The actors play their parts well, and the group you travel with is small enough to give the intimate feeling
of ghost stories being told around a campfire.
By using realistic props, sound effects, and interactive chair mechanisms, the Dungeon has done a
really great job of transporting you back in time.
Madame tussauds
Madame Tussauds just happens to be right next
door to the Dungeon and often has special deals if
you buy both tickets at
once. At this attraction
you’ll find wax figures to
pose with ranging from
movie stars to great figures
in history. Whether you
want to pose with presidents of the past like
Washington and Lincoln,
sit next to Rosa Parks on
the bus, jam out with Hendrix, hang out with royalty, or pose with the great croon master, Tony
Bennett, this is the place for you. Even if you
aren’t star-struck, the realness of these identicals
will amaze you.
Merlin Entertainments is the second largest attractions company in the world. In addition to the
Dungeon and Madame Tussads, they operate
Legoland and Sea Life Aquariums. ■
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Advertisers Directory
ACTIVITIES / KIDS
The Music Place
1617 Willowhurst Ave., San Jose, CA 95125
musicplace.com
Transitional Learning Center
5980 Stoneridge Dr., Suite 102, Pleasanton, CA 94588
925-399-5101
We Rock the Spectrum, Kid’s Gym
Locations throughout the US
werockthespectrum.com
ART / Culture
Catherine Clark Gallery
248 Utah Street, San Francisco, CA 94103
cclarkgallery.com
Crocker Art Museum
216 O Street, Sacramento, CA 95814
crockerartmuseum.org
BOOKS / PUBLISHING
Artistic License by Emerian Rich
emzbox.com
Awakenings by Ron Vitale
ronvitale.com
Eternal Press
eternalpress.biz
Mocha Memoir Press
mochamemoirpress.com
Nightscape Press
nightscapepress.com
Plague Master by H.E. Roulo
heroulo.com
Pride and Prejudice and Popcorn by Carrie Sessarego
www.harlequin.com/storeitem.html?iid=50398
Sekhmet Press
sekhmetpress.com
The Broken Shield by Timothy Reynolds
tgmreynolds.com
Clothing / Fashion
A&N Menswear
2550 Somerville, RD STE 82, Antioch, CA 94509
925-753-4030
A-Z Tailor & Tuxedo
3373 Deer Valley Rd., Antioch, CA 94531
925-238-0350
It’s Tutu O’clock Somewhere
etsy.com/shop/itstutuoclockSMWhere
Two Amigos
3853 Main Street, Oakley, CA 94561
925-679-3849
Hair / Beauty
Ace of Fades
2550 Somerville Rd. #77, Antioch, CA 94509
925-522-1469
Nuttin’ But Cutz
4839 Lone Tree Way, Suite A, Antioch, CA 94513
Faced Makeup Boutique and Studio
2400 Sycamore Road, Suite 12B, Antioch, CA 94509
925-470-5858

Hair Salon Studio
6730 Lone Tree Way, Suite #5, Brentwood, CA 94513
hairsalonstudio.info
Holiday Spa Massage
6730 Lone Tree Way #4, Brentwood, CA 94513
holidayspa.us
Martin’s Hair Salon
714 W. 10th St., Antioch, CA 94509
925-757-5004
Miguel the Barber
925-238-1791
Restaurants
House of Catfish and Ribs
Locations in Antioch and Daly City
925-470-3148
Papa Murphy’s
papamurphys.com
Sticky Chicken and Ribs
6670 Lone Tree Way, Ste. 1, Brentwood, CA 94513
925-240-2153
Subway Eat Fresh
subway.com
Services
Big Guys Hauling
925-775-8154
bigguyshauling.com
Good Samaritan Handyman Service
925-265-3372
Little Byrd Consulting
littlebyrdconsulting.com
Loving Care for Dogs
5136 Monitor Pass Way, Antioch, CA 94531
925-783-0611
Postal Annex
3377 Deer Valley Rd., Antioch, CA 94531
925-706-0166
TKO Errand Service
TKOErrandServices.weebly.com
925-437-0771
Joy and Laughter Developmental Therapy
(see below)
Tech
Boost Mobile
boostmobile.com
Metro PCS
metropcs.com
Travel
Travel to Go, Inc
5439 Clayton Rd.
Ste F, Clayton, CA
925-672-9840

FAVORITES
book

For readers looking
for a classic reboot but
tired of re-hashing
Jane Austen novels,
Check out Dianna
Souhami’s Gwendolen,
a rethink on George

By emerian rich

Elliot’s classic, Daniel
Deronda. This time the
story is told by the
snotty, young Gwendolen who falls in
love with Daniel at
first sight, but can’t
quite capture him. For
fans of Daniel Deronda,
this is a fun point of
view switch that you
will either love or
hate. For new readers,
it’s the story of a
woman who feels
deeply, loves from
afar, and gives in to
the pressure and duty
of her family. ■

APP
Tired of wasting data time or waking up
to your audio book four chapters ahead of
where you fell asleep? Download a sleep
timer. I use one downloaded from the Android Google Play Store created by Patrick
Boos. This ingenuous app allows you to
set a sleep timer so that if you should fall
asleep while listening,
it will turn off in a
specified amount of
time. It also has tons of
features, my favorites
being it kills the music
app playing so you
don’t waste data, and it fades the music
out so you aren’t woken by a sudden
sound change. You can also set the timer
to extend listen time by shaking if you
aren’t asleep before the timer expires. This
is a free download that any nighttime listener must have. ■

Site Never quite sure how to say those big words in the company prospectus or just want to
sound intelligent at your next book club gathering? Look up all those hard to pronounce words on
howjsay.com, and you will be the smart one at the table. No more hunting for alternate words or
rushing through so no one will notice you skipped that descriptor. Impress even the most elite lexophile by pronouncing words like egalitarian and simulacrum with ease. Just make sure you also
know what they mean. ■

Eat
Andersen Bakery has a wonderful Farmer’s Chicken Salad Croissant that is to die for. Their
chicken salad mix contains apples and celery, and it is topped off with lettuce, cucumber,
sprouts, onion, and toasted almonds. This is the perfect healthy alternative to burgers and fries. I
like it best to pack up and take to the park or beach on a sunny day. Just the right cool snack to
make your afternoon energy flow. Anderson’s Bakery is located in the Sun Valley Mall in Pleasant Hill. They also have locations in Pleasanton, San Jose, and San Francisco. ■
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Pet sitting
Pet taxi service
Allene Alexander
5136 Monitor Pass Way, Antioch, CA 94531
(925) 783-0611

CONTRA COSTA LOCATIONS
Lone Tree Plaza
5411 Lone Tree Way #120
Brentwood, CA
(925) 634-9922
7760 Brentwood Blvd.
Brentwood, CA 94513
925-634-7758

552 Contra Costa Boulevard
Suite 40
Pleasant Hill Shopping Center
Pleasant Hill, CA
(925) 677-0800
2055 Main St.
Oakley, CA 94561
(925) 354-1990

holidayspa.us

Open 9:30am-9:30pm
7 days a week

925-240-1888 ■ 6730 Lone Tree Way #4, Brentwood, CA 94513

